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Europe: an important player in the SKAO 
development since its early phases

• Relevant participation of European countries in SKA design consortia
• A very sizeable European radio astronomical community
• Strong involvement in SKAO pathfinders/precursors
• EC projects funded in key phases of the project’s development

ESFRI Landmark 
2016
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From ESKAC to ESKAF
• 2008: creation of the European SKA Consortium
o Consortium of European Institutes/Organisations 
o Mission: foster the SKA scientific and technical 

support
o Particularly active in the pre- and initial SKA 

Organisation phases

• 2020: ESKAC becomes ESKAF
o New era: ample purpose to continue having a joint 

European effort towards the SKA, but in a modified 
form

o Mission: 1/ develop a vision at European level of 
matters of interest for European SKA member 
Countries; 2/ promoting the SKA project within 
Europe

o (Prospective) SKAO members informally represented 
by individuals actively involved in the project
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ESKAF Members

• FRANCE: 
o Chiara Ferrari (chiara.ferrari@oca.eu)   CHAIR
o Michel Pérault (michel.perault@cnrs.fr

• GERMANY: 
o Michael Kramer (mkramer@mpifr-bonn.mpg.de)
o Stefan Wagner (swagner@lsw.uni-heidelberg.de)

• ITALY: 
o Isabella Prandoni (prandoni@ira.inaf.it)
o Filippo Zerbi (zerbi@inaf.it)

• THE NETHERLANDS: 
o Michiel van Haarlem (haarlem@astron.nl)   VICE-CHAIR

• PORTUGAL: 
o Domingos da Silva Barbosa (dbarbosa@av.it.pt)
o Dalmiro Jorge Filipe Maia (dmaia@fc.up.pt)

• SPAIN: 
o Miguel Ángel Pérez Torres (torres@iaa.es)
o Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro (lourdes@iaa.es) 

• SWEDEN: 
o John Conway (john.conway@chalmers.se)
o Garrelt Mellema (garrelt.mellema@astro.su.se) 

• SWITZERLAND: 
o Jean-Paul Kneib (jean-paul.kneib@epfl.ch)
o André Csillaghy (andre.csillaghy@fhnw.ch) 

• UNITED KINGDOM: 
o Philip Best (pnb@roe.ac.uk)
o Michael Garrett 

(michael.garrett@manchester.ac.uk)
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ESKAF Goals
• Discuss European SKA related initiatives, e.g.:
o SKA Regional Centres (SRCs)
o software/algorithmic developments for SKA and its pathfinders and precursors
o future SKA technology developments

• Provide a platform to coordinate and promote European SKA related R&D (e.g. Horizon Europe projects lead 
by European countries with SKAO partnership)

• Offer an additional voice that can speak to national funding agencies for SKA interests and that can be 
applied within the various EU-institutions in coordination with the SKAO

• Work together with EU – Africa and EU – South Pacific cooperation initiatives

• Encourage and inform European countries interested in joining the SKA, but also engage them through 
Open Access to SKA pathfinder/precursor data (now) as well as SKA data (in the future)

• Bring together European members of the SKAO and connect them with representatives of the European radio 
astronomical community
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ESKAF promoting SKAO at European level

Together  
for Europe’s recovery

Programme for Germany’s Presidency  
of the Council of the European Union 

1 July to 31 December 2020

Expanding the EU’s digital sovereignty

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown more clearly than ever 
that Europe must achieve sovereignty in the digital domain 
in order to remain capable of action on its own also in the 
future. 

We therefore want to establish digital sovereignty as a leit-
motiv of European digital policy and, during our Council 
Presidency, to work together on responses for approaching 
technical developments such as arti!cial intelligence and 
quantum technologies to ensure that, in the context of fair 
competition, we increase our prosperity, protect our secu-
rity and uphold our values. We want to work to ensure that 
Europe has state-of-the-art skills in the !eld of key digital 

technologies while preserving the openness of the Europe-
an single market. This includes consolidating a monitoring 
system for European digital capacities, a high level of pub-
lic and private investment in strengthening digital capaci-
ties and a common understanding among the EU Member 
States regarding the de!nition of and path towards greater 
digital sovereignty. This also includes the establishment of a 
high-performance, sovereign and resilient European digital 
infrastructure. This is the only way in which we can achieve 
equivalent livelihoods in urban and rural areas. The COV-
ID-19 pandemic has once again underscored the impor-
tance of a secure and trustworthy, sovereign European data 

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown more clearly  

than ever that Europe must achieve sovereignty in the 

digital domain in order to remain capable of action 

on!its own also in the future.

infrastructure. We therefore want to hold intensive discus-
sions among the Member States on initiatives such as Gaia 
X, as well as on the impact of crises on network capacities 
and broadband targets.

Europe must become better able to take action and shape 
events in the !eld of new technologies. Common Europe-
an standards and norms must support the development of 
these technologies. Our European values and fundamental 
rights remain the basis we are championing , also in the dig-
ital age. We also want to harness the opportunities posed by 
the digital transformation to achieve greater stability and to 
keep the energy and resources consumed by digital infra-
structures to the lowest possible level. We are committed to 
the responsible, and human-centric development and use 
of arti!cial intelligence (AI) which serves the good of soci-
ety in the EU. We should harness the potential of this key 
technology in the measures to promote economic recovery 
in all sectors. The use of AI in the healthcare sector has an 
important role to play in this regard. AI applications should 
always be developed with the good of our liberal democrat-
ic society in mind.

In Europe’s data policy, we want to place the focus on inno-
vation, access to data, responsible  data use, data skills and 
security. We want to advance the discussion launched by 
the European Data Strategy on rules and guidelines for the 
governance of common European data spaces. Moreover, 
we want to continue the debate on the appropriate use of 
high-quality datasets for digital services. In order to be in a 
position to manage future EU-wide health crises even more 
effectively, we will work to improve pan-European access 
to and the exchange of health-related data. We want to 
lay the groundwork for a transparent European healthcare 

II.  A stronger and more innovative Europe
We must come up with a common European response to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our political do-
mains, economies and societies. At the same time, we consider the necessary measures to be an opportunity to achieve 
an accelerated, sustainable and digital transformation that is both forward-looking and based on values. We are com-
mitted to an innovative Europe that is founded on the key pillars of expanding digital and technological sovereignty, 
enhancing competitiveness and shaping a sustainable and stable !nancial architecture.

8  |   Together for Europe’s recovery 

“Through the SKA, radio astronomy will -
much more than ever - both rely on and 

contribute to state-of-the-art 
developments in critical areas of EU 

priorities, such as Information 
Technologies (IT) and green energy”

• Challenges and opportunities offered by radio astronomy, “A New Era for Africa-
EU Science and Innovation Partnerships”

• SKA from a European perspective, “The Square Kilometre Array: A global 
Research Infrastructure for the 21st Century and beyond”, SKA session @UNGA75

• The Square Kilometre Array Telescope, “Opportunities for enhanced STI 
cooperation between the EU & Africa”
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AENEAS

The possible Organisation of SRCs in Europe 
 

The discussion so far has been about the organisation of the SRC activities at the global level. All European 

Members and Associate Members will presumably have to become part of that undertaking. One question 

that remains is whether there should be a similar SRC organisation (or entity) at the European level that 

coordinates the contribution and possibly resources provided by the European Members and Associate 

Members of the SKA IGO.  

 

The arguments for this extra level of SRC organisation in Europe include the following:  

• It allows the European Commission (and other entities1) to interact directly with the  SRC activities 

through a single organisation. It would enhance the unity and visibility of the SRC effort in Europe. If 

the Entity has suitable legal personality (e.g. it becomes an ERIC or similar), then it could play a 

facilitating role in tapping into EC funding. 

• If the SRC organisation at the global level isn’t part of the SKA IGO, then a European SRC ERIC could 

have benefits (e.g. exemption from VAT, medium term high level government commitment) that 

would help reduce costs and provide stability to the SRC effort.   

• By adding this layer to the European input to the SRCs, we would be in a better position to balance 

the contribution each country makes. An temporary imbalance from one country in Items 3(a-c) 

above could be compensated by other members without affecting the global SRC effort. 

 

To illustrate, three possible arrangements are shown below. The top represents a simple global organisation, 

including the European members, participating at the same level. The middle arrangement depicts the same 

global organisation complemented by a European organisation, which coordinates the European contribution. 

The third arrangement is the most far reaching and replaces the European members in the global SRC with 

representatives from the European SRC Entity. Many variations on these options are possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
1 e.g. governments and Pan European organisations such as PRACE, EuroHPC, GEANT   
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Courtesy: M. van Haarlem (ASTRON)

• Very relevant technical input for the current worldwide 
activity lead by the SRC Steering Committee

• General agreement for the need of a European coordination, 
but not on its level: loose vs. structured coordination

• In several countries, not possible to think about a SRC nodes 
just for (radio-)astronomy: importance of collaborative 
projects, e.g. ESCAPE & C.A. with CERN/PRACE/Géant

• Advanced European Network of E-infrastructures for 
Astronomy with the SKA: develop a concept and 
design for a distributed federated European Science 
Data Centre to support the astronomical community in 
achieving the scientific goals of the SKA project
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AENEAS’ follow-up: questions for ESKAF

• Do the European SKA members join the global SRC partnership 
individually or do we organise at European level and if so, how?

• What is the collective European ambition in terms of taking a 
share of the SKA data?

• How do we make optimal use of the extensive European 
infrastructure that can support our SRC ambitions?

• To what extent can the SKA members support access to SKA data 
for astronomers/users from other European/EU/EEA countries? 
Does the EU have a role to play in this? 
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Conclusions
• In 2020 we felt that ESKAF needed to be started and to evolve into a recognised forum bringing together 

European countries already active or interested in participating in SKA or activities geared toward 
preparing to use SKA data once the telescope is operational 

• ESKAF is today a forum for open and informal discussions, where new ideas can be brought and new 
initiatives can be presented and proposed to more formal/institutional bodies following a bottom-up 
approach

• Among the most urgent/on-going actions:
o Organise strategic discussions on how to coordinate the SRCs efforts at European level and connect 

them with strategic EC environment/initiatives (e.g. EOSC, EuroHPC)
o Play an active role in jointly organising SKA meetings in order to bring the scientific community 

together at European level
o Coordinate and promote SKAO related projects within Horizon Europe calls

• ESKAF may also evolve and become more and more active in representing common interests


